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Les Mendelsohn
I. Rights and Remedies—A New Awareness

I Don’t Get No Satisfaction is rock music which was performed for the first time by Mick Jagger and the Rolling Stones in the 1960’s to screaming throngs of teenage worshipers. Today, almost
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two decades later, these same persons and those who are consumers, insureds, employees, businessmen, and victims of tortious conduct are singing that very same tune—"[we] don't get no [sic] satisfaction.'"

In this enlightened age of the 1980's, there is an increased awareness of legal rights, an expanded availability of legal remedies, and an enlarged opportunity for the public to be represented by competent counsel. The legal rights and remedies of Texas consumers, for example, have been increased substantially by the enactment of the Texas Deceptive Trade Practices Act and other consumer protection legislation. Additionally, federal civil rights legislation in the areas of equal employment opportunity, equal education opportunity, and fair housing has provided the courts with the ability to grant relief previously overlooked. Class action practice

---


2. The Supreme Court of Texas, in recent years, has recognized numerous new tort actions including: Whittlesey v. Miller, 572 S.W.2d 665, 669 (Tex. 1978) (loss of consortium by wife); Parker v. Highland Park, Inc., 565 S.W.2d 512, 517-19 (Tex. 1978) (abolition of no-duty doctrine in premises cases); Bounds v. Caudle, 560 S.W.2d 925, 926-27 (Tex. 1977) (interspousal tort immunity abolished in case of willful and intentional torts); Farley v. MM Cattle Co., 529 S.W.2d 751, 758 (Tex. 1975) (abolition of voluntary assumption of risk); Felsenthal v. McMillan, 493 S.W.2d 729, 730 (Tex. 1973) (criminal conversation); Getty Oil Co. v. Jones, 470 S.W.2d 618, 621-22 (Tex. 1971) (dominant estate limited by rule of reasonable necessity).
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on both the federal and state levels has been simplified and used in
civil rights, commercial, and tort actions. Congress and the Texas
Legislature have enacted legislation to permit the finder of fact to
award reasonable attorney's fees in cases never before contemplated. In the field of tort law, the Texas Legislature substituted
comparative negligence for contributory negligence, amended the
automobile guest statute, enacted a tort claims act against the
State of Texas, and provided for personal injury protection auto-
mobile insurance. Meanwhile, in the past decade, Texas courts
abolished various immunities from liability and other harsh de-
fenses, adopted and expanded the concept of strict liability in
tort, eased the requirements for establishing liability in profes-
sional negligence cases, and expanded concepts for damages
awards.

Nevertheless, an ever present frustration abounds. Counteract-
ing the newly achieved status of increased legal rights, members of

562 (S.D. Fla. 1973), aff'd, 507 F.2d 1278 (5th Cir. 1975); Fed. R. Civ. P. 23; Tex. R. Civ. P.
42.

citing instances in which attorney's fees allowed).

feasors); id. art. 2212a (Vernon Supp. 1980) (comparative negligence).

11. See id. art. 6701b (Vernon 1977) (Automobile Guest Statute).


14. For example, the following have been abolished: interspousal immunity for inten-
tional torts, Bounds v. Caudle, 660 S.W.2d 925, 926-27 (Tex. 1977); charitable immunity,
Howe v. Camp Amon Carter, 470 S.W.2d 629, 632 (Tex. 1971); Villarreal v. Santa Rosa
Medical Center, 443 S.W.2d 622, 625 (Tex. Civ. App.—San Antonio 1969, no writ); voluntary
assumption of risk, Farley v. MM Cattle Co., 529 S.W.2d 751, 758 (Tex. 1975); no duty
doctrine, Highland Park, Inc. v. Parker, 565 S.W.2d 512, 517 (Tex. 1977); imminent peril,
Davila v. Clayton Sandersand Forsage Trucking Co., 557 S.W.2d 770, 771 (Tex. 1977) (per
curiam); discovered peril, French v. Gregsby, 571 S.W.2d 867, 867 (Tex. 1978) (per curiam).

15. Texas first adopted the concept of strict liability in 1967. McKisson v. Sales Affili-
ates, Inc., 416 S.W.2d 787, 790 (Tex. 1967). See generally Edgar, Products Liability in

16. See, e.g., Webb v. Jorns, 488 S.W.2d 407, 411 (Tex. 1972); Richardson v. Holmes,
525 S.W.2d 293, 298 (Tex. Civ. App.—Beaumont 1975, writ ref'd n.r.e.); Christian v. Jeter,
455 S.W.2d 51, 53-54 (Tex. Civ. App.—Waco 1969, writ ref'd n.r.e.).

17. See, e.g., Bedgood v. Madalin, 600 S.W.2d 773, 776, 779 (Tex. 1980) (Spears, J.,
concurring); Whittlesey v. Miller, 572 S.W.2d 665, 667 (Tex. 1978); Landreth v. Reed, 570
the general public, who make a claim alleging that a legal wrong has been done to them, are faced with added delays in getting their cases to trial, additional delays in receiving appellate review of trial court determinations, spiraling court costs and expenses for the preparation of litigation, higher attorney's fees, and increased confusion as to the effect of legal rights that they seek to enforce.  

The effect of these factors upon the legal rights of a non-litigating claimant or a litigating plaintiff may preclude the maintenance of a cause of action against an alleged wrongdoer to full satisfaction.  

The legitimate purpose of any claim for relief is to make the victim whole.  

This is true whether the claim is initiated by private action between parties in order to effect a settlement or institutionally initiated by the filing of a legal action in a court of competent jurisdiction.  

The claimant seeks to be satisfied; to be fully compensated for the alleged wrong that deprived him of his legal rights or status. The attorney for the claimant, or plaintiff, in order to satisfy his client, must gather the available arsenal of substantive and procedural weapons and commence fire upon the alleged wrongdoer's fortress.  

Settlement or trial on the merits is the goal.  

In more simple, less populous times, when the arsenal was less sophisticated, the successful practitioner and the able jurist faced lighter loads of responsibility, so that, notwithstanding all of the modern conveniences of electronic wizardry, a case could be prepared and tried more quickly than today.  

For the accused or

19. See Seavey, Principles of Torts, 56 Harv. L. Rev. 72, 72 (1942). The entire group of remedial actions serve five distinct purposes: (1) to give to a person what another has promised him (usually vindicated in an action upon a contract); (2) to restore to a person what another has unjustly obtained at his expense (usually the basis of a quasi-contractual action); (3) to punish for wrongs (the historical function of the criminal law) and to deter future wrongdoing; (4) to compensate for harm (the most important function of tort actions); and (5) to determine the rights in property (the basis of many different types of actions). Id. at 72; cf. Ashby v. White, 92 Eng. Rep. 126, 129 (1703) (for every interference with a recognized legal right the law will provide a remedy).  

Attorney General Bell stated in a lecture before the Sims Lecture Series, Vanderbilt Law School, November 4, 1977:
party defendant, counsel is called upon to defend the fortress against the vexatious and vicious assaults upon the "bastions of goodness and purity"; and from that moment at Runnymede when trial by battle began to give way to battle by trial, i.e., trial by jury, we have enjoyed, agonized over, and endured the problems of the disposition and trial of disputes between and among decent and honest people with opposing points of view.23

Our legislatures and judiciaries have provided the public with an expansion of their civil and human rights and have established by statute and common law new remedies for old rights and new rights to which old remedies are applied. These alternative choices available for disposing of disputes, therefore, have caused settlement and tort litigation to become more complicated. Furthermore, the congestion of courts, expense of litigation, and time difficulties in handling complex litigation have necessitated the creation of vehicles for the settlement of disputed claims, rather than proceeding to trial for an all or nothing victory for one party.24 Although settlement of disputes always has been a favorite of both the bench and bar, its necessity today is even greater than previously required.25

To counterbalance the judicial "good" that is achieved by a

The pressures imposed upon the court system by the law explosion are severe, and the courts may not be equal to the task. Important rights may be lost. Defendants charged with crimes may be free on bail, some to commit other crimes. Defendants already convicted of crimes may be free on bail pending delayed appeals. Business controversies may go unresolved because of lack of a forum. Helpless plaintiffs with meritorious claims may go uncompensated because of delay in the trial and appellate courts.


claimant receiving full satisfaction, various doctrines of preclusion have developed in American jurisprudence. These doctrines operate to prevent a person from pursuing a claim for relief after he has previously asserted a legal right and received something of value either by way of settlement or adjudication. Various justifications for the preclusion doctrines have been asserted by both the judiciary and legal scholars. The legitimate purposes for the doctrines that have emerged are that a party plaintiff should be prevented from receiving a double recovery for an alleged single wrong, a party defendant should not be twice vexed for the same cause, judicial economy in requiring all matters in controversy to be considered and concluded in one proceeding, as well as an amorphous concept of fundamental fairness. When there are multiple parties from whom a potential plaintiff may seek relief, the question arises as to how he may receive a partial settlement without being subjected to one of the numerous preclusion doctrines, particularly, election of remedies.

Initially, this article will review the various preclusion doctrines and their elements. Secondly, the doctrine of election of remedies,


29. See Steakley & Howell, Ruminations on Res Judicata, 28 Sw. L.J. 355, 358-60 (1974). Justice Steakley enumerates some of these purposes as being freedom from vexatious litigation, the danger of double recovery, desirability of stable decisions, and economy of court time. Id. at 359.

30. See generally Hine, Election of Remedies, A Criticism, 26 HARV. L. REV. 707, 713 (1913); Merrem, Election of Remedies In Texas, 8 Sw. L.J. 109, 125-26 (1954); Comment, Election of Remedies—Inconsistency and Availability of Remedies Under Texas Cases, 11 TEXAS L. REV. 218, 219-20 (1932); 30 TEXAS L. REV. 772, 772 (1952).
recently redefined by the Texas Supreme Court in *Bocanegra v. Aetna Life Insurance Co.*,\textsuperscript{31} will be considered and analyzed. Finally, a concept will be proposed that would help resolve the uncertainty in obtaining satisfaction.

II. THE PRECLUSION DOCTRINES

A. Compulsory Counterclaim

Perhaps the most common, yet overlooked, preclusion doctrine is the compulsory counterclaim.\textsuperscript{32} The counterclaim’s preclusionary characteristic arises from its mandatory assertion in a pending case.\textsuperscript{33} Failure to file a compulsory counterclaim in response to the immediate action bars its assertion in a subsequent suit.\textsuperscript{34} Compulsory counterclaims, as distinguished from permissive counterclaims,\textsuperscript{35} require the simultaneous existence of six elements. If any one of the elements is missing, however, the failure to file a counterclaim will not bar a claim in future actions.\textsuperscript{36} Briefly, these elements include:\textsuperscript{37}

1. The counterclaim must be within the jurisdictional forum of the court;
2. It must not be the subject matter of the answer in the pending action;
3. The claim must be mature and acquired prior to the defendant’s answer;
4. It must arise “out of the transaction or occurrence that is

\textsuperscript{31} 23 Tex. Sup. Ct. J. 502 (July 19, 1980).
\textsuperscript{32} See Tex. R. Civ. P. 97(a).
\textsuperscript{33} See, e.g., Griffin v. Holiday Inns of America, 496 S.W.2d 535, 538-39 (Tex. 1973); Harris v. Jones, 404 S.W.2d 349, 350-52 (Tex. Civ. App.—Eastland 1966, writ ref’d); Ulmer v. Mackey, 242 S.W.2d 679, 681 (Tex. Civ. App.—Fort Worth 1951, writ ref’d n.r.e.).
\textsuperscript{34} See, e.g., Ake v. Chancey, 149 F.2d 310, 311 (5th Cir. 1945) (applying Texas law); Western Inn Corp. v. Heyl, 452 S.W.2d 752, 761 (Tex. Civ. App.—Fort Worth 1970, writ ref’d n.r.e.); Beach v. Runnels, 379 S.W.2d 684, 685 (Tex. Civ. App.—Dallas 1964, writ ref’d).
\textsuperscript{35} Tex. R. Civ. P. 97(b). Permissive counterclaims include those which do not arise out of the same transaction which is the subject matter of the controversy. See 3 W. Dor-saneo, Texas Litigation Guide § 71.02(3)[b] (1980); 2 R. McDonald, Texas Civil Practice in District and County Courts § 7.50(IV) (1970).
\textsuperscript{36} See 2 R. McDonald, Texas Civil Practice in District and County Courts § 7.49 (1970).
\textsuperscript{37} See id. See generally 3 W. Dorsaneo, Texas Litigation Guide § 71.02(2)[a] (1980); Frumer, Multiple Parties and Claims in Texas, 6 Sw. L.J. 135, 137-38 (1952).
the subject matter of the opposing party’s claim;”
5. The claim must be brought in the same capacity as that of the opposing party; and
6. The counterclaim must not include third parties which are outside the reach of the court’s jurisdiction.

To avoid preclusion, a party should first examine the anticipated claim in conjunction with the status of the parties in order to determine whether the counterclaim “arises out of the transaction or occurrence that is the subject matter of the opposing party’s claim.” Without meeting this threshold requirement, the claim will not be precluded because of the failure to assert a counterclaim. Additionally, in determining whether a counterclaim is mandatory, Texas courts have barred subsequent claims which would create a multiplicity of suits.

B. *Res Judicata*

Res judicata generally precludes relitigation of matters that have been previously adjudicated by a court of competent jurisdiction. The underlying principle is that a disputed right, fact, or question determined in one action by a court cannot be disputed in a second action. Involved are concepts of merger, bar, and estoppel. Merger applies when there is a valid, final money judgment for a plaintiff, the effect of which is that the cause of action is merged

---

A bar to subsequent litigation exists when there is a prior adverse decision rendered on the merits of the same cause of action between the same parties. Two types of estoppel are at issue under the doctrine of res judicata. Although some courts have considered collateral estoppel as a form of res judicata, it is really a separate concept of preclusion, as will be discussed below. Direct estoppel, the second type of estoppel at issue, is not always recognized as a distinct facet of res judicata. According to section 49 of the Restatement of Judgments, however, direct estoppel applies when the causes of action are the same but the issues involved are other than those of the merits of the cause. For res judicata to preclude a cause of action the following elements must be present:

1. An action or judicial proceeding;
2. A final, valid judgment by a court of competent jurisdiction over the parties and the subject matter of the action;
3. An existing issue, fact, or question; and
4. An identity of parties or their privies.

The effect of the successful assertion of res judicata is to preclude that which was litigated in the original controversy, as well as every matter which could have been offered but was not.

---

43. See Restatement of Judgments § 181 (1942); cf. Westinghouse Credit Corp. v. Knownsilar, 496 S.W.2d 531, 532-33 (Tex. 1973).
44. See Cromwell v. County of Sac., 94 U.S. 351, 357 (1876); Peterson v. Peterson, 548 S.W.2d 83, 85 (Tex. Civ. App.—Tyler 1977, no writ); McKenzie v. Frost, 448 S.W.2d 520, 523 (Tex. Civ. App.—El Paso 1969, writ ref’d n.r.e.).
45. Direct estoppel applies when “the issue is actually litigated and determined in an action between the same parties based upon the same cause of action.” Napper v. Anderson, Henley, Shields, Bradford & Pritchard, 500 F.2d 634, 636 n.4 (5th Cir. 1974); accord, Estevez v. Nabers, 219 F.2d 321, 324 (5th Cir. 1955); see Gee, The Four Facets of Res Judicata, 23 Tex. B.J. 534, 534 (1960).
46. Restatement of Judgments § 49 (1942); see Restatement (Second) of Judgments § 48.1, Comment b, at 56 (Tent. Draft No. 1, 1973).
C. Satisfaction

The basic underlying principle at work in the doctrine of satisfaction is that there can be but one satisfaction for the injuries sustained by an individual. The following elements are involved:

1. An action or judicial proceeding;
2. A judgment;
3. Adjudication of facts by a fact finder; and
4. Payment of the adjudicated amount.
5. Identity of parties, however, is not necessary.

One problem within the doctrine of satisfaction, not yet articulated by the courts, may be the distinction between an unliquidated claim, which by its very nature is uncertain and undetermined, and a liquidated claim, which is certain and determined. In the latter, a party conceivably could be satisfied by the recovery of a liquidated amount, when his recovery is from a wrongdoer for his legal indebtedness under the law of torts. When, however, a claim is based upon a contractual theory for which a consideration has been paid there will be no satisfaction of the tort claim. For example, the recovery of certain medical expenses under an insurance policy is not a satisfaction which will preclude recovery for the same medical expenses against the wrongdoer. The same result is achieved when a spouse beneficiary of a life insurance contract is allowed to recover not only on the insurance policy, but also against the wrongdoer on a theory of tort liability. In both situations, the contract value of the life and of the medical services has been established in consideration for the payment of a premium.


50. See T. L. James & Co. v. Statham, 558 S.W.2d 865, 869 (Tex. 1977); Rexroat v. Prescott, 570 S.W.2d 457, 459 (Tex. Civ. App.—Amarillo 1978, writ ref’d n.r.e.). See also Prosser, Joint Torts and Several Liability, 25 CALIF. L. Rev. 413, 423 (1937) (distinction between a satisfaction and a release).
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On the other hand, the contract value neither sets the value of the deceased’s life or the medical services in the tort action nor precludes it. The central problem with the doctrine of satisfaction arises when a subsequent action is filed after a prior action is settled between a victim and one tortfeasor. The issue whether there should be a “satisfaction” emerges when an order, concluding the prior action, is entered by a court, be it a judgment, order of dismissal with prejudice, or non-suit with prejudice, and the amount of the settlement is recited therein. The San Antonio Court of Civil Appeals in *Nielsen v. Ford Motor Co.* recently held that when an order of dismissal merely recites that the plaintiff no longer wishes to pursue his action against the defendant, there is not a satisfaction. In that case Nielsen was involved in a rear end collision with Mabry. He filed suit against Mabry and settled before trial on the merits. An order of dismissal was entered merely stating Nielsen wished to dismiss his action. A release was prepared releasing Mabry and any and everyone else conceivable. The abolition of the unity of release rule, however, prevented the release of unnamed parties. Nielsen filed a subsequent action against Ford Motor Company under a strict liability in tort theory for enhancement of injury, pursuant to the crashworthiness doctrine, alleging certain design and/or manufacturing defects in the automobile he had been operating. Concluding that the settle-


56. *See id.*

57. *See id.*

58. *See id.* The unity of release rule was founded upon the belief “that there is such a unity of the obligation or injury that a release of one is a release of all.” McMillen v. Klingensmith, 467 S.W.2d 193, 195 (Tex. 1971). The rule, however, has been abandoned in Texas. Today, “[u]nless a party is named in a release, he is not released.” *Id.* at 196.

ment with Mabry was a satisfaction, the trial court sustained a plea in bar which asserted the release, the "judgment," and the merger of the settlement payment into the "judgment." The court of civil appeals in reversing the dismissal pointed out that the terms of the settlement were not mentioned in the order of dismissal and held there was no judgment to be satisfied.\(^6\) A question arises, however, whether a satisfaction would have been achieved by including in the judgment the amount of the first settlement rather than entering an order of dismissal without reference to the amount of the settlement.

In *Hunt v. Ziegler*,\(^6\) the court relied upon both satisfaction and the unity of release rule to hold that when Mrs. Ziegler settled a wrongful death claim on behalf of herself and her children against an employee, her action against the employer was precluded.\(^6\) The enunciated principle of allowing but one satisfaction appears sound; however, the holding does not. Merely because the plaintiff settled her claim on behalf of her children, the amount of which was recited in the judgment as required by Texas law due to the involvement of minors,\(^6\) is no reason to conclude that there was a "judgment" as to Mrs. Ziegler's claim which was satisfied when the settlement was paid.\(^6\)

Texas courts have not dealt with the issue of "satisfaction" in terms of defined principles. Nevertheless, there should not be a satisfaction in any case in which a settlement agreement involving an unliquidated claim is incorporated into a "judgment," because there has not been an adjudication by a finder of fact as to the amount of damages sustained by the plaintiff.\(^6\) Generally, the

\(^{60}\) See id.


\(^{62}\) See id. at 938.

\(^{63}\) See Tex. R. Civ. P. 44, 173.

\(^{64}\) Two recent court of civil appeals cases have correctly held there is no satisfaction when suit is brought on behalf of another as required by law. See Rexroat v. Prescott, 570 S.W.2d 457, 459 (Tex. Civ. App. - Amarillo 1978, writ ref'd n.r.e.); Leong v. Wright, 478 S.W.2d 839, 845 (Tex. Civ. App. - Houston [14th Dist.] 1972, writ ref'd n.r.e.).

\(^{65}\) Only two Texas cases have been found which attempt to assign meaning to "adjudication." An adjudication contemplates a judicial hearing for the purpose of determining certain facts from the evidence advanced. It "implies a hearing by a court, after notice, of legal evidence of the factual issues involved." Genzer v. Fillip, 134 S.W.2d 739, 732 (Tex. Civ. App. - Austin 1939, writ dism'd judgmt. cor.). Adjudicate means "to hear or try, and determine judicially; to settle by judicial decree; to adjudge; to act as 'judge.'" Nueces Co. Water
damages suffered by one in a tort action of any kind are unliquidated, and they are, therefore, uncertain and undetermined. The question is whether the claim for this uncertain and undetermined amount should be considered "satisfied" without a determination of precisely what the amount is, or whether the plaintiff's settlement agreement with one potentially liable tortfeasor should constitute the determination of the amount. Both the practical and fair way to make the damage amount certain is to require an adjudication of the amount of the unliquidated claim. It is only when the uncertain and undetermined amount has been made certain by a fact finder that there can be a real satisfaction of a known claim. Unless adjudication is viewed as the cornerstone of satisfaction of an unliquidated claim, the recitation of the amount of a partial settlement in a legal document, a matter of form over substance, will determine the victim's legal rights.

D. Judicial Estoppel

The principle underlying judicial estoppel is that a sworn statement or sworn pleading in one action cannot be contradicted in a second action. The Texas Supreme Court recognized that the historical public purpose of judicial estoppel is to uphold the sanctity of an oath and to prohibit a party who has made a sworn statement, even in another action, from subsequently disavowing the statement when he thinks it is to his benefit. To apply judicial estoppel the following elements must exist:

1. An action or judicial proceeding; and
2. A party's sworn allegation or admission in an unsuperceded pleading from a prior proceeding.
3. Identity of parties is unnecessary.

Control & Improvement Dist. No. 3 v. Texas Water Rights Comm'n, 481 S.W.2d 924, 930 (Tex. Civ. App.—Austin 1972, writ ref'd n.r.e.). See also Rank v. Krug, 142 F. Supp. 1, 73 (S.D. Cal. 1956) (adjudication is only by a court or judge); Vasquez v. Courtney, 537 P.2d 536, 537 (Ore. 1975) (adjudication is a decree in a cause).

69. Id. at 585, 291 S.W.2d at 295; accord, Sartain v. Dixie Coal & Iron Co., 266 S.W. 313, 316-17 (Tenn. 1924).
This strict doctrine, however, does not apply in cases where a sworn statement is made by inadvertance, fraud, mistake, or duress.\textsuperscript{71}

E. Collateral Estoppel

The Texas Supreme Court has recognized "collateral estoppel" or "estoppel by judgment" as a bar to relitigation, "in a subsequent action upon a different cause of action of fact issues actually litigated and essential to a prior judgment."\textsuperscript{72} Stated another way, one may not relitigate in a subsequent action upon a different cause of action those facts which were litigated and essential to a prior judgment.\textsuperscript{73} The elements to obtain an estoppel include the following:\textsuperscript{74}

1. An action or judicial proceeding;
2. Identity of parties or their privies;

\textsuperscript{71} See Johnson Serv. Co. v. Transamerica Ins. Co., 485 F.2d 164, 174-75 (5th Cir. 1973); Long v. Knox, 155 Tex. 581, 585, 291 S.W.2d 292, 295 (Tex. 1956); cf. Metroflight, Inc. v. Shaffer, 581 S.W.2d 704, 709 (Tex. Civ. App.—Dallas 1979, writ ref’d n.r.e.) (fraud or mistake may be asserted as a defense to the application of judicial estoppel).

\textsuperscript{72} Benson v. Wanda Petroleum Co., 468 S.W.2d 361, 362 (Tex. 1971).

\textsuperscript{73} See Kirby Lumber Corp. v. Southern Lumber Co., 145 Tex. 151, 154-55, 196 S.W.2d 387, 388-89 (1946); Houston Terminal Land Co. v. Westergreen, 119 Tex. 204, 205-06, 27 S.W.2d 526, 528 (1930); Hardy v. Fleming, 553 S.W.2d 790, 792 (Tex. Civ. App.—El Paso 1977, writ ref’d n.r.e.). The doctrine is modernly called issue preclusion and is distinct from res judicata which properly can be called claim preclusion. The most famous delineation of the distinction of the doctrine was expounded by Justice Field in Cromwell v. County of Sac., 94 U.S. 351 (1877):

In the former case, the judgment, if rendered upon the merits, constitutes an absolute bar to a subsequent action. It is a finality as to the claim or demand in controversy, concluding parties and those in privity with them, not only as to every matter which was offered and received to sustain or defeat the claim or demand, but as to any other admissible matter which might have been offered for that purpose. . . . Such demand or claim, having passed into judgment, cannot again be brought into litigation between the parties in proceedings at law upon any ground whatever.

But where the second action between the same parties is upon a different claim or demand, the judgment in the prior action operates as an estoppel only as to those matters in issue or points controverted, upon the determination of which the finding or verdict was rendered.

\textit{Id.} 352-53.

\textsuperscript{74} See Benson v. Wanda Petroleum Co., 468 S.W.2d 361, 362-63 (Tex. 1971); Kirby Lumber Corp. v. Southern Lumber Co., 145 Tex. 151, 154-55, 196 S.W.2d 387, 388-89 (1946); Houston Terminal Land Co. v. Westergreen, 119 Tex. 204, 205-06, 27 S.W.2d 526, 528 (1930). One decision contended that the requirement of mutuality is also necessary, and that if the judgment is not mutually binding estoppel will not be available. See Atchley v. Superior Oil Co., 482 S.W.2d 883, 896 (Tex. Civ. App.—Beaumont 1972, writ ref’d n.r.e.).
3. Identity of issues;
4. A different claim or cause of action; and
5. A final prior valid judgment.

F. Equitable Estoppel

A party is precluded from asserting a right in a second action inconsistent with a right previously asserted in the first action.\textsuperscript{76} The Texas Supreme Court has referred to the preclusion doctrine of equitable estoppel as an election of rights within the doctrine of election of remedies,\textsuperscript{76} when in fact the doctrines are distinct.\textsuperscript{77} Even today the Justices of the Texas Supreme Court are not of the same mind as to the nature of equitable estoppel.\textsuperscript{78} The doctrine is applied when the following elements exist:\textsuperscript{79}

1. An action or judicial proceeding;
2. Identity of the parties or their privies;
3. Assertion of a right in a subsequent action which is inconsistent with admissions or unsworn allegations in the prior proceeding; and
4. Detriment suffered as a result of such rights having been asserted.

G. Estoppel In Pais

The application of the preclusion principles of estoppel in pais invokes the traditional detrimental reliance estoppel theory.\textsuperscript{80} A

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item See Swilley v. McCain, 374 S.W.2d 871, 875 (Tex. 1964); Smith v. Chipley, 118 Tex. 415, 432-33, 16 S.W.2d 269, 276-77 (1929).
\item See Seamans Oil Co. v. Guy, 115 Tex. 93, 99-100, 276 S.W. 424, 426 (1925).
\item Election of rights is distinguishable from election of remedies in that the former is an election between "ends to be attained. . ." whereas the latter is an "election between different types of redress. . . ." Merrem, Election of Remedies in Texas, 8 Sw. L.J. 109, 111 (1954).
\item See Swilley v. McCain, 374 S.W.2d 871, 875 (Tex. 1964); Smith v. Chipley, 118 Tex. 415, 432-33, 16 S.W.2d 269, 276-77 (1929).
\item See Concord Oil Co. v. Alco Oil & Gas Corp., 387 S.W.2d 635, 639 (Tex. 1965). The court held "[i]n order for an estoppel to exist, it devolves upon the party seeking the advantage thereof to establish that he has been mislead to his injury." Id. at 639.
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
party to an action is precluded from asserting rights that otherwise exist against one who relies in good faith on the party's prior conduct. No prior action or judicial proceeding is necessary. The requisite elements include:81

1. A false representation or concealment of material facts;
2. Made with knowledge, actual or constructive, of the facts;
3. To a party without knowledge or means of knowledge of the real facts;
4. With the intent that the misrepresentation should be acted on; and
5. Detrimental reliance by the party to whom the representation was made.

H. Waiver

Waiver under Texas law is generally considered to be the "intentional relinquishment of a known right or intentional conduct inconsistent with claiming it."82 There can be no waiver of a right, intentional or otherwise, if the party charged with waiver neither acts nor makes statements which appear inconsistent with the intention to rely on that right.83 Waiver is a concept requiring action by only one party; that party, however, must be the party charged with relinquishing a right.84

81. See Barfield v. Howard M. Smith Co., 426 S.W.2d 834, 838 (Tex. 1968); Concord Oil Co. v. Alco Oil & Gas Corp., 387 S.W.2d 635, 639 (Tex. 1965); Gulbenkian v. Penn, 151 Tex. 412, 418, 252 S.W.2d 929, 932 (1952).
82. Massachusetts Bonding & Ins. Co. v. Orkin Exterminating Co., 416 S.W.2d 396, 401 (Tex. 1967); Texas & Pac. Ry. v. Wood, 145 Tex. 534, 540, 199 S.W.2d 652, 656 (1947); see, e.g., Smith v. Dallas, 425 S.W.2d 467, 469 (Tex. Civ. App.—Dallas 1968, no writ) ("waiver occurs only when one intentionally relinquishes a known right"); American Nat'l Ins. Co. v. Allen, 370 S.W.2d 140, 143-44 (Tex. Civ. App.—Waco 1963) (waiver is intentional relinquishment of known right with full knowledge of material facts, rev'd on other grounds, 380 S.W.2d 604, 608-09 (Tex. 1964); Brightwell v. Norris, 242 S.W.2d 201, 204 (Tex. Civ. App.—Waco 1951, writ ref'd n.r.e.) (waiver is intentional relinquishment of known right or conduct warranting inference of relinquishment).
83. Maryland Cas. Co. v. Palestine Fashions, Inc., 402 S.W.2d 883, 888 (Tex. 1966); see Ford v. Culbertson, 158 Tex. 124, 138-39, 308 S.W.2d 855, 865 (1958). See generally Comment, Waiver and Estoppel, 20 Baylor L. Rev. 325, 330-34 (1968). A waiver takes place when one dispenses with the performance of something which he has a right to exact. It occurs when one in possession of any right, whether conferred by law or by contract, with full knowledge of the material facts, does or forbears to do something, the doing of which or the failure or forbearance to do is inconsistent with the right or his intention to rely upon it. Ford v. Culbertson, 158 Tex. 124, 138-39, 308 S.W.2d 855, 865 (1958).
ELECTION OF REMEDIES

A waiver can be distinguished from estoppel in pais by comparing the requisite elements of these two preclusion doctrines. For a waiver to be preclusive, it is not necessary for the opposite party to act in response to the statement relied upon as constituting a waiver. Some case law has included detrimental reliance as a necessary element in constituting a waiver. These cases, however, are based upon fact situations constituting estoppel rather than waiver. The only elements necessary to constitute a waiver are:

1. Intent to waive;
2. Acts constituting a surrender of a right;
3. Relinquished right in existence at the time of waiver; and
4. Knowledge of the existence of such right by the party waiving the right.

I. Ratification

Ratification occurs when a party acts or assents in a manner so as to "confirm one's prior act or that of another." Ratification occurs when a party acts or assents in a manner so as to "confirm one's prior act or that of another."
Pacific Coal & Oil Co. v. Kirtley, the leading Texas case on ratification, describes the doctrine as encompassing an affirmation of a course of conduct, including mere passive acquiescence in that conduct so long as the party intends to be bound. Confusion between the concepts of ratification, estoppel, and waiver are common; unlike estoppel, however, ratification requires no showing of prejudice to the opposing party. Additionally, ratification can be distinguished from estoppel by the necessity in the former of determining whether the precluded party exhibited the intent to ratify an act or transaction. The elements of ratification include:

1. The intention of a party to be bound by an act or transaction;
2. Without the requirement of a change of position or prejudice to the opposing party.

J. Election of Remedies

Before Bocanegra the doctrine of election of remedies had been defined many ways, including the selection of one of several inconsistent remedies or existing modes of procedure and relief allowed.
by law on the same state of facts. The following elements traditionally have been required:

1. An action or judicial proceeding;
2. A judgment or receipt of something of value under a claim asserted, or incurring a detriment without a judgment;
3. Knowledge that inconsistent remedies or rights exist at the same time;
4. Same facts, not different transactions; and
5. Choice of one right or remedy, thereby abandoning the other.
6. Identity of parties is unnecessary.

III. THE NEW ELECTION DOCTRINE

A. Development of the Doctrine

The underlying purpose of the doctrine of election of remedies is to prevent double redress for a single wrong, prevent double recoveries, and prevent unjust enrichment. Election of remedies originated in Roman law and was premised upon equitable principles sometimes confused with the law of estoppel and waiver. For many years the doctrine has been criticized by legal writers.

97. See American Sav. & Loan Ass'n. v. Musick, 531 S.W.2d 581, 588 (Tex. 1975); Custom Leasing, Inc. v. Texas Bank & Trust Co., 491 S.W.2d 869, 871 (Tex. 1973); cf. Shiro Corp. v. Ward, 570 S.W.2d 395, 397 (Tex. 1978) (per curiam) (one may plead independent wrongs which interact to contribute to a single harm).


100. See Cashen v. Owens, 29 N.W.2d 440, 443 (Minn. 1947); Anaconda Aluminum Co. v. Sharp, 136 So. 2d 585, 588-89 (Miss. 1962); 25 AM. JUR. 2d, Election of Remedies § 2 (1966).


One of the earliest and more eloquent evaluations is that of Charles P. Hine. He began with a declaration "that underlying every rule of the common law is a principle" and "it is necessary to understand the principle upon which the rule is founded." Hine noted that the courts differed as to the principles on which the rule of election of remedies depended. Consequently, decisions applying the rule were in conflict. Furthermore, Hine observed that the rule was a harsh one, reasoning the principle upon which the election rule rested was not consistent with other rules of law. He concluded with the following observation, still true today, that "a great majority of the cases disposed of by the application of this rule would have been disposed of in exactly the same way by the application of other established rules of the common law, particularly those relating to estoppel, waiver, and ratification."

By reviewing the application of the preclusion doctrines discussed above, reasonable minds could agree that in Texas jurisprudence there are sufficient doctrines of preclusion to protect the public adequately without resorting to preclusion by election of remedies when there has been a prior settlement. Although described as a harsh and obsolete rule, election of remedies has persisted in Texas as a viable preclusion doctrine. The history of the doctrine of election of remedies, however, has been characterized by the uncertainty of its application.

104. Id. at 707.
105. Id. at 707.
106. Id. at 708.
107. See id. at 719. As Mr. Hine analogizes:
The modern rule of election of remedies is a weed which has recently sprung up in the garden of the common law, its roots stretching along the surface of obiter dicta but not reaching the subsoil of principle. The judicial gardeners through whose carelessness it has crept in should be able to eliminate it, or at least prevent its further growth.
Id. at 719.
109. One author, in 1954, stated he agreed "with those . . . who recommended abandoning the rule and would like to see the legislature, or the courts, in the not too distant future abolish it completely." Merrem, Election of Remedies in Texas, 8 Sw. L.J. 109, 126 (1954). Yet today, nearly three decades later, the rule is still in existence. See Bocanegra v. Aetna Life Ins. Co., 23 Tex. Sup. Ct. J. 502, 504 (July 19, 1980).
became a firmly established preclusion doctrine with the Texas Supreme Court's adoption of the opinion in Seamans Oil Co. v. Guy. The decision itself, however, turned on the application of equitable estoppel, not election of remedies. Nevertheless, the dicta in the case referring to election of remedies laid the predicate for the doctrine in Texas.

Certain rules of application began to develop delineating the indefinite doctrine. Election of remedies was held not to apply unless the claimant actually had two valid and available, but inconsistent, remedies at the time the election was made. A party having but a single avenue of relief could not be said to have made an election. Moreover, before the election doctrine could apply to estop a party from asserting an inconsistent remedy, he must have been aware of the possibility of more than one remedy at the time he

(election doctrine often confused with other preclusion doctrines); Merrem, Election of Remedies in Texas, 8 Sw. L.J. 108, 109 (1954) ("[t]he doctrine of election of remedies, . . . has been a problem child of the law for many years. . . .")

111. See Seamans Oil Co. v. Guy, 115 Tex. 93, 99, 276 S.W. 424, 426 (1925), quoting 10 RULING CASE LAW (R.C.L.) 703 (1915), wherein it was stated:

"If one having a right to pursue one of several inconsistent remedies, makes his election, institutes suit, and prosecutes it to final judgment or receives anything of value under the claim thus asserted, or if the other party has been affected adversely, such election constitutes an estoppel thereafter to pursue another and inconsistent remedy. . . . [T]he party is estopped though the former suit may not have proceeded to judgment. But where the inconsistency is in the remedies it is generally considered that there is no estoppel where the former suit was dismissed without trial or before judgment.

10 R.C.L. 703, 703-04 (1915).


made his election. The rationale was that if one did not know two choices existed, he could not be held to have made a selection. Consistent with this was the rule that a party could not be precluded, by a choice of alternative remedies, unless he made that choice with knowledge of the facts. Additionally, when a litigant believed that he had a particular remedy, but his suit failed because that remedy did not in fact exist, it has been held not to constitute an election within the election of remedies doctrine.

Texas courts apparently confined the election doctrine to choosing between two or more inconsistent but concurrent courses of procedure and relief based upon a single set of facts. In *Custom Leasing, Inc. v. Texas Bank & Trust Co.*, the Texas Supreme Court recited:

[W]here remedies pursued against different persons are repugnant and inconsistent, the election of one bars the other, but concurrent and consistent remedies may all be pursued until satisfaction is had. The bar of an election does not apply to the assertion of distinct causes of action against different persons arising out of the independent transactions with such persons.

---


119. See Custom Leasing, Inc. v. Texas Bank & Trust Co., 491 S.W.2d 869, 871 (Tex. 1973). The court described election of remedies as "the act of choosing between two or more inconsistent but coexistent modes of procedure and relief allowed by law on the same state of facts." Id. at 869.

120. 491 S.W.2d 869 (Tex. 1973).

121. Id. at 871; accord, Lomas & Nettleton Co. v. Huckabee, 558 S.W.2d 863, 864 (Tex. 1977) (per curiam); see Shriro Corp. v. Ward, 570 S.W.2d 395, 397 (Tex. 1978) (per curiam) ("one may plead independent wrongs which interplay to contribute to a single harm without being inconsistent under . . . election doctrine"); American Sav. & Loan Ass'n v. Musick,
The doctrine of election of remedies, therefore, does not apply when the available remedies are alternative and concurrent, although a plaintiff may be barred if satisfaction is obtained.

B. Huckabee & Metroflight—An Expansion of the Doctrine

Far from chopping the weed of the election of remedies doctrine, the Texas Supreme Court in *Lomas & Nettleton Co. v. Huckabee*122 felt content to allow it to grow yet larger. In that case, Mr. and Mrs. Huckabee first asserted in their lawsuit that they were insured by two insurance companies for the loss of real and personal property destroyed by fire. Huckabee settled with the insurance companies which were then dismissed with prejudice from the lawsuit.123 Huckabee subsequently amended his petition and adopted the inconsistent position that he was not insured, alleging that his agent, the Lomas and Nettleton Company, had negligently failed to secure insurance.124 The supreme court ruled that the Huckabees, after successfully asserting their claim on one set of facts, could not thereafter recover in a subsequent suit based on an inconsistent factual theory.125

The Dallas Court of Civil Appeals, in *Metroflight, Inc. v. Shaffer*,126 speaking through Justice Akin, criticized the Huckabee rule by stating that it does not fall within the traditional election of remedies doctrine.127 In *Metroflight* as in *Huckabee* the claimant initially affirmed insurance coverage, settled, and then in a subsequent action asserted non-coverage.128 Although feeling bound by Huckabee, the Dallas Court of Civil Appeals pointed out that Metroflight did not actually have two available remedies as required under the election of remedies doctrine to preclude a subsequent action.129 The insurance policy was either valid or it was not; there-

---

531 S.W.2d 581, 588 (Tex. 1975) (suit for trespass to try title not inconsistent with claim against title insurance company for failure of title).
122. 558 S.W.2d 863 (Tex. 1977) (per curiam).
124. See id. at 372.
126. 581 S.W.2d 704 (Tex. Civ. App.—Dallas 1979, writ ref'd n.r.e.).
127. See id. at 709.
128. See id. at 707.
129. See id. at 708.
fore, Metroflight had but one legitimate remedy. Metroflight could either claim under the policy or claim negligence on the part of Shaffer in failing to procure a valid policy. The Dallas court concluded that the rule in *Huckabee* was “based on the principle that a party should not be permitted to abuse the judicial process by obtaining one recovery based first on affirming a certain state of facts, and then another recovery based on denying the same state of facts.”

Election of remedies as applied to prior settlements was, therefore, only a preclusion when rights were asserted in a subsequent action seeking a recovery of damages or other relief pursuant to a legal theory which was repugnant to or inconsistent with a legal theory on which a prior claim or action was settled. That is, the facts to support a recovery in the subsequent action, of necessity, would be either different than or directly opposite to the facts to support a recovery in the settled matter.

C. *Bocanegra v. Aetna*—A Redefinition

The Texas Supreme Court after extending the election doctrine in *Huckabee* felt obliged, in *Bocanegra v. Aetna Life Insurance Co.* to limit its application in the name of equity and good conscience. The court’s attempt, however, fell short, since many questions remain regarding when the doctrine will be applied to preclude a subsequent action against one tortfeasor after there has been a previous settlement between an alleged victim of wrongful conduct and a different alleged tortfeasor.

130. Id. at 709.

131. See, e.g., Lomas & Nettleton Co. v. Huckabee, 558 S.W.2d 863, 864 (Tex. 1977) (per curiam) (election doctrine precluded plaintiff in action against agent for wrongfully preventing insurance policy from being in effect after obtaining settlement with insurance company under insurance policy); Safeco Ins. Co. v. Broadnax, 601 S.W.2d 466, 466 (Tex. Civ. App.—Dallas 1980, no writ) (plaintiff precluded from action asserting he was “borrowed servant” after settlement on inconsistent factual theory of employment); Metroflight, Inc. v. Shaffer, 581 S.W.2d 704, 705 (Tex. Civ. App.—Dallas 1979, writ ref’d n.r.e.) (plaintiff precluded in subsequent action after settlement on inconsistent factual theory against a different alleged tortfeasor).


133. Questions pertaining to the election doctrine will arise because the *Bocanegra* majority declined to overrule *Huckabee* or *Metroflight*, but chose to distinguish the cases. Even upon careful reading, however, it is difficult to see that the cases are truly distinguishable. See id. at 506-07.
The facts in Bocanegra are simple and straightforward. Janie P. Bocanegra worked as a book binder for Clegg Company. Upon arising from bed one morning in April, 1975, she experienced a sharp pain in her lower back. She continued to report to work and experienced a second severe pain while at work on June 3, finally leaving work on June 29, when the pain became so severe that she went to the hospital. To be hospitalized Mrs. Bocanegra offered Aetna as her hospitalization insurance carrier, but later filed various claims with three insurance companies claiming both a job related accident and an illness.\textsuperscript{134} The emergency room physician thought that she probably injured her back at work.\textsuperscript{135} A neurosurgeon performed surgery to remove a herniated lumbar disc.\textsuperscript{136} After the operation, Mrs. Bocanegra filed a claim for workers' compensation benefits with the Industrial Accident Board asserting she had been injured on or about June 3, 1975, while lifting telephone books in the course and scope of employment. Mrs. Bocanegra settled her workers' compensation claim for $12,000.00 “solely for lost wages and future impaired earning capacity,” exclusive of past and future medical expenses.\textsuperscript{137}

Mrs. Bocanegra, after the settlement, commenced an action against Aetna Life Insurance Company to recover medical and hospital bills. She asserted, inconsistently with her prior workers' compensation claim, that she was not injured on the job, but that her medical expenses resulted from a non-occupational disease.\textsuperscript{138}

\textsuperscript{134} See id. at 503.
\textsuperscript{135} See id. at 503; Statement of Facts at 89.
\textsuperscript{136} See Bocanegra v. Aetna Life Ins. Co., 23 Tex. Sup. Ct. J. 502, 503 (July 19, 1980). Referred to by the court as a “slipped disc,” id. at 503, a herniated lumbar disc is a rupture or protrusion of an intervertebral disc of the spine, which may impinge nerve roots, within the region of the five vertebrae lying generally between the lower ribs and the upper edge of the hipbones. See Dorland's Illustr. Med. Dict. 706, 890 (25th ed. 1974).
\textsuperscript{137} See Bocanegra v. Aetna Life Ins. Co., 23 Tex. Sup. Ct. J. 502, 503 (July 19, 1980). The settlement was accomplished by the execution of a compromise settlement agreement by Mrs. Bocanegra and the workers' compensation insurance carrier after a pre-hearing conference with the Industrial Accident Board (IAB). The compromise settlement agreement was approved by the IAB. Such approval is neither an award of compensation nor denial thereof. See, e.g., Pearce v. Texas Employers Ins. Ass'n, 412 S.W.2d 647, 649 (Tex. 1967); Industrial Accident Bd. v. Glenn, 144 Tex. 378, 382, 190 S.W.2d 805, 807 (1945); Lowry v. Anderson-Berney Bldg. Co., 139 Tex. 29, 34, 161 S.W.2d 459, 463 (1942).
\textsuperscript{138} See Bocanegra v. Aetna Life Ins. Co., 23 Tex. Sup. Ct. J. 502, 503 (July 19, 1980). In Mrs. Bocanegra's group insurance policy and in the jury instructions the term “non-occupational disease” was defined as “a disease which does not arise, and which is not caused or contributed to by, or as a consequence of, any disease which arises out of or in the
Mrs. Bocanegra admitted in the trial court that she had made, in filing claims with various insurance companies, inconsistent statements relating to the source of her condition. Based upon the evidence, the jury awarded Mrs. Bocanegra $4,500.00 for her medical bills plus attorney’s fees.

The San Antonio Court of Civil Appeals applied the Huckabee rule in reversing the trial court and held that settlement of the workers’ compensation claim was an election which barred the later suit against Aetna. The Texas Supreme Court reversed the court of civil appeals, holding that Mrs. Bocanegra, due to the complex and uncertain nature of her injury, lacked the requisite knowledge to bind her to an informed election.

The supreme court’s opinion written by Justice Pope, went into great detail comparing and contrasting the various preclusion doctrines in an attempt to clarify and distinguish the election doctrine. The court recognized that no single underlying principle for the election of remedies doctrine has been found. The election doctrine, the court explained, has been found at various times to bar remedies, rights, and inconsistent positions arising out of the same course of any employment or occupation for compensation or profit.” Id. at 503 n.1.

139. See Statement of Facts at 113-18; cf. Bocanegra v. Aetna Life Ins. Co., 23 Tex. Sup. Ct. J. 502, 503 (July 19, 1980) (she checked box on insurance claim forms which indicated condition was accident; later she checked “no” box as to whether condition was accident). Mrs. Bocanegra swore in her hardship affidavit to the IAB that she was hurt on the job. See Bocanegra v. Aetna Life Ins. Co., 23 Tex. Sup. Ct. J. 502, 503 (July 19, 1980). The question arises whether the sworn hardship affidavit filed with the IAB is a judicial preclusion containing a plaintiff from later denying its contents. Cf. Aetna Life Ins. Co. v. Wells, 557 S.W.2d 144, 147 (Tex. Civ. App.—San Antonio 1977, writ ref’d n.r.e.) (workers’ compensation IAB pre-hearing conference is not a judicial proceeding). The overwhelming authority in Texas is that the IAB is not a court, but, rather, an administrative body not intended to be governed by rules of procedure and evidence in court, so that a statement made before the IAB is not made in a “judicial proceeding” pursuant to the doctrine of judicial estoppel. Compare Moore v. Means, 549 S.W.2d 417, 418-19 (Tex. Civ. App.—Beaumont 1977, writ ref’d n.r.e.) (stating in dicta that the IAB is quasi-judicial in nature and award is like judgment of court) with Burton v. I.C.T. Ins. Co., 304 S.W.2d 292, 295 (Tex. Civ. App.—Texarkana 1957, no writ) (IAB is vested with no judicial power) and Middleton v. Texas Power & Light Co., 108 Tex. 96, 103, 185 S.W. 556, 561 (1916) (IAB is not judicial body).


141. See id. at 356.

ELECTION OF REMEDIES

state of facts. An all inclusive definition of election of remedies has been elusive because of the variable situations in which an election may arise. The courts, in attempting to define election of remedies, therefore, often borrow terms from, and confuse election with principles of judicial estoppel, equitable estoppel, ratification, waiver, or satisfaction. In Bocanegra, the supreme court discussed these doctrines lumping together judicial estoppel and collateral estoppel, on the one hand, and equitable estoppel and estoppel in pais, on the other.

After referring to these doctrines, the supreme court identified the problem as follows: “Those doctrines sometimes do not reach a situation that equity and good conscience need to reach through the doctrine of election.” In effect, the supreme court in 1980 may be doing what Mr. Hine recommended in 1913. If so, the court is saying that in those rare cases not fitting within the four corners of another restrictive preclusionary doctrine, when the facts are so outrageous as to cause a knee jerking, thigh slapping, head shaking, nose twitching reaction resulting in an exclamation of “T’aint Fair!”, election of remedies is to be applied. If the judiciary resorts to this principle, then the “T’aint Fair!” doctrine just isn’t half bad.

The court also pointed out that uncertainty in many complex areas of medicine and law is more the rule than the exception. It would be a harsh rule, therefore, to charge a party-layman with knowledge of medical causes when neither physicians nor lawyers know them. The court enunciates this principle by stating that “election should not bar a suit when a previous course of action or a settlement for less than the claim is grounded upon uncertain

143. Id. at 504.
144. Id. at 504.
145. Id. at 504.
146. Id. at 504 (emphasis added).
147. See id. at 504-06. The principle sought by Mr. Hine in 1913 and ignored by Texas Courts for years emerges in Bocanegra. “[A]n election will bar recovery when the inconsistency in assertion of a remedy, right or state of facts is so unconscionable, dishonest, contrary to fair dealing, or so stultifies the legal process or trifles with justice of the courts as to be manifestly unjust.” Id. at 505.
148. See id. at 505-06.
149. Id. at 505.
150. Id. at 505.
and undetermined facts.” Unfortunately, the court does not assign any meaning to the concept of “uncertain and undetermined facts.” Therein lies a problem for future litigation. The court does, however, establish the following rule which substantially changes the wording of the doctrine of election of remedies. “The election doctrine, therefore, may constitute a bar to relief when

(1) one successfully exercises an informed choice
(2) between two or more remedies, rights, or states of facts
(3) which are so inconsistent as to
(4) constitute manifest in justice.”

Before an analysis is attempted to demonstrate the changes in the application of the election of remedies rules, let us first explore what the supreme court did not change in Bocanegra. Election of remedies continues as a largely obsolete rule, not a favorite of equity. The doctrine apparently does not apply unless the claimant actually has two valid and available remedies at the time he makes his election. One who seeks to enforce or secure a particular right or remedy which proves to be unfounded is not precluded from pursuing the one that is allowed. Furthermore, the claimant must have actual knowledge of the alternative and inconsistent rights or remedies to be precluded.

Traditionally, one could assert concurrent and consistent rights or remedies against different persons arising out of independent transactions. In Bocanegra, however, the supreme court worded the rule, apparently liberalizing it. “[O]ne may [now] assert concurrent but inconsistent remedies or distinct causes of action against different persons arising out of independent transactions.” Not only must the rights, remedies, or states of facts be

151. Id. at 505.
152. Id. at 504; see Custom Leasing, Inc. v. Texas Bank & Trust Co., 491 S.W.2d 869, 871 (Tex. 1973).
154. Id. at 504. But see Metroflight, Inc. v. Shaffer, 581 S.W.2d 704, 708 (Tex. Civ. App.—Dallas 1979, writ ref'd n.r.e.) (criticizing Texas Supreme Court for applying election doctrine when claimant did not have two valid existing remedies).
155. Id. at 505.
156. Id. at 505.
inconsistent, so that assertion of one is a repudiation of the other, they must be so inconsistent as to constitute manifest injustice. The nature of the inconsistent conduct equaling manifest injustice remains uncertain and undetermined. The court in Bocanegra delineated certain inconsistencies which do not equal an election and, therefore, do not amount to a choice between rights or remedies which are so inconsistent as to constitute manifest injustice:

A number of seemingly inconsistent positions do not rise to the level of an election which will bar recovery. One may, for example, plead alternative and inconsistent facts without being barred. Rules 48 and 51, Texas Rules of Civil Procedure, authorize such procedures. One who pleads alternative or inconsistent facts or remedies against two or more parties may settle with one of them and still recover a judgment against the others based on the pleaded alternative or inconsistent remedies or facts.

Perhaps only a case by case analysis of various fact situations will provide any guidance as to what constitutes manifest injustice.

Additionally, the supreme court states that a party plaintiff may plead inconsistent facts as to one party defendant without making an election as to a second party defendant. Furthermore, the court specifies that if this is done, and the plaintiff settles with one party defendant on the basis of one claim or remedy, the plaintiff, without making an election, may proceed to judgment against another party defendant on pleaded inconsistent, but alternative, facts, claims, or remedies. The supreme court cites no authority for the basis of this sound conclusion. Therefore, why may not this same result be achieved when there is a settlement and a subsequent action or when there are two separate actions? The court does not discuss this problem; however, so long as other preclusion doctrines are not violated, there does not appear to be any legi-

159. Id. at 504.
160. Id. at 504-05. But see Lomas & Nettleton Co. v. Huckabee, 558 S.W.2d 863, 864 (Tex. 1977) (per curiam); Hedgeman v. Berwind Ry. Serv. Co., 512 S.W.2d 827, 830 (Tex. Civ. App.—Houston [14th Dist.] 1974, writ ref’d n.r.e.).
162. Id. at 505.
163. Id. at 504-05; see Hine, Election of Remedies, A Criticism, 26 HARV. L. REV. 707, 713 (1913); Merrem, Election of Remedies in Texas, 8 SW. L.J. 109, 125-26 (1954).
mate reason to deny the practice.\textsuperscript{164}

A final consideration of the new election of remedies rule in \textit{Bocanegra} is the meaning to be assigned to the phrase “one successfully exercises an informed choice.”\textsuperscript{165} As discussed above, an “informed choice” is made by actual knowledge of certain and determined facts, that is, a full and clear understanding of the problem, facts, and remedies essential to the exercise of an intelligent choice.\textsuperscript{166} What, however, is meant by successful? How much of a claim must one recover to be “successful”? When the claim is unliquidated, how much is enough? The difficulties arising from these questions are exemplified in a workers’ compensation claim, which is both unliquidated and liquidated. The workers’ compensation claim is unliquidated in that the extent of disability is uncertain and undetermined. It is, however, liquidated to the limited extent that the maximum and minimum amount of compensation per week is within a specified range.\textsuperscript{167} Workers’ compensation should be treated solely as an unliquidated claim because it utilizes tort principles of injury and involves concepts of law and medicine. As previously discussed there should be no “success” as to a liquidated claim unless the full amount is recovered; and there should be no “success” as to an unliquidated claim without an adjudication.

D. Bye, Bye to \textit{Seamans v. Guy}

The supreme court has plowed a new field of fertile controversy as to how the newly defined election of remedies rule will be applied. To be determined in the future is what conduct “T’aint Fair!”, how much success is enough, and what facts are so uncertain and undetermined that a choice between two remedies is not an informed one. The answers from subsequent litigation may not be known for years to come. The court has, however, provided a marvelous service to not only the bench and bar but also to the beleaguered teaching profession by overruling the language in \textit{Sea-
mans Oil Co. v. Guy,\textsuperscript{168} which distinguished between election of rights and election of remedies.\textsuperscript{169}

Reliance by the Texas Supreme Court in 1925 upon \textit{Ruling Case Law} which defines and distinguishes election of rights from election of remedies has perplexed jurists and confused the bar as well as text writers for all fifty-five years of the rule’s application.\textsuperscript{170} The supreme court in \textit{Bocanegra} has rejected this definition explaining that an election may arise short of one’s prosecution of a claim to final judgment; while one may receive something by settlement, even of substantial value under an uncertain claim, without making an election barring recovery against another person.\textsuperscript{171}

\section*{IV. Applying Election of Remedies}

The Texas Supreme Court’s decisions in \textit{Huckabee} and \textit{Bocanegra} have confounded the election doctrine at a time when there is a pressing need for clarification of the preclusion doctrines. The court apparently believes the substantive principle of the election doctrine is founded upon fairness and justice,\textsuperscript{172} a noble premise. Yet, a more vague principle would be hard to imagine. The rule for application, or elements of the election doctrine, although succinctly stated, contains words so indistinct as to prohibit its uniform application.\textsuperscript{173}

Accepting as a premise that the election doctrine applies to fact situations illustrated by \textit{Huckabee}, \textit{Metroflight}, and \textit{Bocanegra}, upon what logical basis may the decisions be distinguished? \textit{Bocanegra} distinguishes the cases by pointing to the certainty or un-
certainty of the facts inconsistently asserted. Although certainty versus uncertainty is a proper rule, the supreme court's yardstick to measure the same is unpredictable because no precise standard is established. The Bocanegra majority attempts to correlate the certainty of the facts asserted with the "success" in the prior matter, i.e., the amount of the prior settlement. This rule is a sincere attempt to explain the doctrine; however, it fails as a general rule for it contains errors.

One man's success, for example, may be another man's failure; a glass half full to one court may be half empty to another. The result in the Metroflight case is a perfect example. There the plaintiff settled a prior case for eighty percent of the loss. To the Bocanegra majority this settlement showed the validity of the prior claim and that "insurance actually existed." To the Metroflight court the settlement was in spite of the fact that "coverage was excluded by a policy provision ... not ... waived by the insurer." Therefore, there is no positive correlation between the amount of a settlement and the existence or knowledge of two remedies or the certainty of the facts thereunder. The amount of the settlement, however, correlates with various elements including economic and business considerations, human factors such as the judge and jury, and the strength or weakness of a case against the particular defendant.

Application of the election doctrine in all recent cases has been based upon the making of an informed election, which in turn has been founded upon the certainty of the event causing the injury or wrong giving rise to the right or remedy. In Huckabee a fire, a

---

174. See id. at 506-07.
175. The court apparently intends the certainty or uncertainty of the facts to be determined on an ad hoc basis. Cf. id. at 504, 506-07 (court draws fine line distinctions between facts in Huckabee, Metroflight, and Bocanegra). The degree of uncertainty as to facts is, therefore, left up to each court's opinion. See id. at 507 (Campbell, J., concurring).
176. See id. at 506-07. For example, the supreme court reasoned that settlement for eighty percent of a large claim indicated the certainty of a fact relied upon for recovery. See id. at 506-07.
177. See Metroflight, Inc. v. Shaffer, 581 S.W.2d 704, 705 (Tex. Civ. App.—Dallas 1979, writ ref'd n.r.e.).
certain event, gave rise to the rights or remedies under the insurance policy. The uncertainty was the existence of insurance coverage, a legal consequence of the conduct of the insurance agency.\textsuperscript{181} In \textit{Metroflight} an airplane crash, a certain event, gave rise to the rights or remedies under the insurance policy. The uncertainty was the existence of insurance coverage, a legal consequence of the conduct of the insurance agent, the same as in \textit{Huckabee}.\textsuperscript{182} In \textit{Thate v. Texas \& Pacific Railway Co.}\textsuperscript{183} the plaintiff was injured after being forced to jump off a railroad car, a certain event. The uncertainty involved was whether, by law, Thate was an employee of a trucking company or a railroad company.\textsuperscript{184} Similarly, in \textit{Safeco Insurance Co. of America v. Broadnax}\textsuperscript{185} the plaintiff in a prior settled action claimed to be an employee of Labor Placement and later claimed to be a borrowed servant of Bill Jackson, Inc.\textsuperscript{186} In the foregoing cases, the uncertainty, therefore, was the legal effect of certain known facts.

In \textit{Bocanegra v. Aetna Life Insurance Co.},\textsuperscript{187} however, there was no certain event causing Mrs. Bocanegra's herniated lumbar disc, which gave rise to her rights or remedies.\textsuperscript{188} Due to the uncertain and complex nature of her condition, she did not know the origin of her degenerative disc.\textsuperscript{189} It was this uncertainty which prevented her from making an informed election.\textsuperscript{190} The existence of Mrs. S.W.2d 402, 406 (Tex. Civ. App.—Amarillo 1966, no writ) (party not precluded by election unless made with knowledge of facts or events giving rise to supposed remedy).

\textsuperscript{181}. See \textit{Lomas \& Nettleton Co. v. Huckabee}, 558 S.W.2d 863, 864 (Tex. 1977) (per curiam) (if insurance policy was valid they could recover under it, if invalid was due to wrongful actions of agent).

\textsuperscript{182}. See \textit{Metroflight, Inc. v. Shaffer}, 581 S.W.2d 704, 705 (Tex. Civ. App.—Dallas 1979, writ ref'd n.r.e.) (agent of insured failure to inform principal of requirement necessary for insurance coverage created question of validity or invalidity of policy).

\textsuperscript{183}. 595 S.W.2d 591 (Tex. Civ. App.—Dallas 1980, no writ).

\textsuperscript{184}. \textit{Thate v. Texas \& Pac. Ry.}, 595 S.W.2d 591, 595 (Tex. Civ. App.—Dallas 1980, no writ) (legal uncertainty was status of his employment, whether plaintiff employee of trucking company or borrowed servant of railroad company).

\textsuperscript{185}. 601 S.W.2d 466 (Tex. Civ. App.—Dallas 1980, no writ).

\textsuperscript{186}. \textit{See Safeco Ins. Co. v. Broadnax}, 601 S.W.2d 466, 466 (Tex. Civ. App. — Dallas 1980, no writ) (uncertainty was legally whose employee he was).


\textsuperscript{188}. Neither Mrs. Bocanegra nor her doctors knew the precise event which triggered her condition or, in fact, whether there was a triggering event at all. She made several contradictory statements concerning her belief of the source of the injury. \textit{See id.} at 503.

\textsuperscript{189}. \textit{See id.} at 505-06.

\textsuperscript{190}. \textit{See id.} at 506.
Bocanegra's herniated disc was as certain as the Huckabees' fire or Metroflight's crash. The cause of Mrs. Bocanegra's injury was as uncertain to her as was the legal identity of Thate's and Broadnax's employer. Was the legal effect of the action or inaction of the agents in Huckabee and Metroflight any more certain than the legal effect of Mrs. Bocanegra's herniated lumbar disc? The ultimate fact of "non-occupational disease" or "occupational injury" in Bocanegra turned upon proof of uncertain evidentiary facts. The ultimate fact of the insurance agent's negligence in Huckabee, likewise, turned upon proof of uncertain evidentiary facts. Furthermore, in Metroflight the ultimate fact issues of the agent's alleged breach of various duties was contingent upon proof of yet undetermined evidentiary facts. It is apparent, therefore, that no real distinction can be made between the earlier decisions in Huckabee and Metroflight and the more recent opinion in Bocanegra.

Perhaps the Bocanegra concurring opinion was correct in stating the court "should not attempt to draw an artificial distinction between [Bocanegra] and the decisions in Huckabee and Metroflight merely to avoid an admission that those decisions were erroneous." It is apparent the Bocanegra rule does not fit within the traditional definition of the doctrine of election of remedies. The Bocanegra court, however, argues the reason for this discrepancy is that the traditional definition of the election doctrine contains errors. Whether the election doctrine has been extended or merely correctly redefined is immaterial at this juncture. The fact remains that no longer is the doctrine only applicable when the claimant has two valid or existing rights or remedies; the election of inconsistent factual theories may also invoke the doctrine.

191. See id. at 503, 505.
193. See Metroflight, Inc. v. Shaffer, 581 S.W.2d 704, 705 (Tex. Civ. App.—Dallas 1979, writ ref'd n.r.e.).
195. The court stated that 10 R.C.L. 703, 704, cited in Seamans v. Guy, 115 Tex. 93, 101, 276 S.W. 424, 426 (1925), which had been the premise for the doctrine of election of remedies cases, contained errors and, therefore, decisions based upon it were incorrectly reasoned. See Bocanegra v. Aetna Life Ins. Co., 23 Tex. Sup. Ct. J. 502, 506 (July 19, 1980).
196. See, e.g., Lomas & Nettleton Co. v. Huckabee, 558 S.W.2d 863, 864 (Tex. 1977)
V. Subrogation as a Plausible Solution to the Election Dilemma

One area to consider as a solution to the election dilemma may be the law of subrogation. Reason abounds to permit a victim of wrongdoing to pursue alternative rights against different parties to achieve satisfaction and be compensated fully for a loss. Operating within the boundaries of the established preclusion doctrines, satisfaction can be achieved by permitting subrogation. For example, if Mrs. Bocanegra's settlement with the workers' compensation insurance carrier had included payment of a portion of her past medical expenses, this inclusion should not be a satisfaction, regardless of whether any lawsuit was filed. Even though the medical expenses were certain and determined, there should be no election (per curiam); Safeco Ins. Co. v. Broadnax, 601 S.W.2d 466, 467 (Tex. Civ. App.—Dallas 1980, no writ); Metroflight, Inc. v. Shaffer, 581 S.W.2d 704, 709 (Tex. Civ. App.—Dallas 1979, writ ref'd n.r.e.). This is further evidenced by the Bocanegra court's lumping together rights, remedies, and states of facts as an element of the election doctrine. See Bocanegra v. Aetna Life Ins. Co., 23 Tex. Sup. Ct. J. 502, 504 (July 19, 1980).


198. The Texas Supreme Court in July 1980, speaking through Justice Pope, enunciated both procedural and substantive principles to assist Texas litigants and their counsel. In Bocanegra v. Aetna Life Ins. Co., 23 Tex. Sup. Ct. J. 502, 504-05 (July 19, 1980), the court established the procedural standard as follows:

One may, for example, plead alternative and inconsistent facts without being barred: Rules 48 and 51 Texas Rules of Civil Procedure, authorize such procedures. One who pleads alternative or inconsistent facts or remedies against two or more parties may settle with one of them on the basis of one remedy or state of facts and still recover a judgment against the others based on the pleaded alternative or inconsistent remedies or facts. Id. at 504-05. Substantively, the following week, Justice Pope explained why partial settlements are in the public interest stating:

There are reasons, however, which favor a recognition of partial settlements and the application of Klingensmith [McMillen v. Klingensmith, 467 S.W.2d 193 (Tex. 1971)]... We have long recognized that encouraging settlement and compromise is in the public interest.


The Court continues by explaining the benefit of partial settlements - a plaintiff may settle with one potential tortfeasor without losing his cause of action under respondeat superior. Also, the party liable under respondeat superior retains access to the courts for a full adjudication of his indemnification rights. Thus, the judicial economy of disposing of lawsuits by settlements is balanced against disposing of all issues in one action. These two opinions appear to reach a result whereby the benefits of both are fully available alternatives. Id. at 808.
and no satisfaction because they were not fully paid. It may well be manifestly unjust to permit her in a second action to recover the full amount from the medical insurance carrier since a part of the amount already was recovered. On the other hand, it may not; but one fact is vividly clear: it is manifestly unjust to preclude consumers, insureds, and workers of Texas from achieving full satisfaction merely because they have received a portion of their full entitlement to recovery in a prior settlement.

By providing for a subrogation procedure, one who paid a claim, that was not in fact owed because of fact findings in a subsequent action, could recover the amount mistakenly paid. Subrogation, as a matter of public policy, in such instance, may be sound in order to prevent injustice or unjust enrichment. The party that mistakenly paid the prior claim either could be made a party to the subsequent action or could bring an independent action to recoup the amount paid but not owed legally to the claimant.

199. See Knutson v. Morton Foods, Inc., 603 S.W.2d 805, 807 (Tex. 1980); McMillen v. Klingensmith, 467 S.W.2d 192, 195 (Tex. 1971); Rexroat v. Prescott, 570 S.W.2d 457, 459 (Tex. Civ. App.—Amarillo 1978, writ ref'd n.r.e.).

200. See 2 LARSON, WORKMEN’S COMPENSATION LAW §§ 97.20, 97.30, 97.35, 97.40 (1976) (discussing the principle of allowing an offset to workers’ compensation recovery as a form of subrogation, rather than being an election). See also Richardson v. Belcher, 404 U.S. 78, 82 (1921) (social security offset); City of Los Angeles v. Industrial Accident Comm'n, 404 P.2d 801, 808, 46 Cal. Rptr. 97, 104 (1965) (pension offset); California Comp. Ins. Co. v. Industrial Accident Comm'n, 276 P.2d 148, 152 (Cal. Dist. Ct. App. 1954) (unemployment compensation subrogation); Pierce’s Case, 92 N.E.2d 245, 251 (Mass. 1950) (unemployment compensation offset); Dillon v. City of St. Paul, 52 N.W.2d 726, 730 (Minn. 1952) (pension offset); Janovsky v. American Motorists Ins. Co., 93 A.2d 1, 3-4 (N.J. 1952) (workers’ compensation disability offset). One Texas court, however, has held that the amount of a workers’ compensation award may not be reduced by the amounts he received under “personnel policies.” Austin v. City of Clendennon, 323 S.W.2d 158, 162-63 (Tex. Civ. App.—Austin 1959, writ ref’d n.r.e.). See generally 2 LARSON, WORKMEN’S COMPENSATION LAW § 97-42(d) (1976).

201. See Yonack v. Interstate Sec. Co., 217 F.2d 649, 651 (5th Cir. 1955) (applying Texas law); Forney v. Jorrie, 511 S.W.2d 379, 386 (Tex. Civ. App.—San Antonio 1974, writ ref’d n.r.e.). The doctrine of subrogation is given a liberal interpretation and is broad enough to include every instance in which one person, not acting voluntarily, has paid a debt for which another was primarily liable and which in equity and good conscience should have been discharged by the latter. See id. at 386.

202. An alternative subrogation procedure would be to allow the defendant a set off for the amount that previously had been paid to the plaintiff, so that the plaintiff would recover no more than the adjudicated amount found by the fact finder, i.e., satisfaction. See Texas Employers’ Ins. Ass’n v. Miller, 370 S.W.2d 12, 17 (Tex. Civ. App.—Texarkana 1963, writ ref’d n.r.e.). There, Miller accepted $2,520 in workers’ compensation benefits as a Louisiana employee of W. T. Pipes from Argonaut Insurance Company. Later, he filed a notice of
ELECTION OF REMEDIES

The claimant, therefore, would receive no more than full satisfaction. He would not make a double recovery or receive double redress for a single wrongdoing to him. There would be no unjust enrichment. The settling payor would have the opportunity to recoup the amount he paid in good faith to effect the purposes of a negotiated settlement vis-a-vis litigation. All of the purposes of a legitimate claim for relief would be accomplished and the principles of the preclusion doctrines would, likewise be honored. A just result to resolve a complex and previously perplexing problem would, therefore, be achieved.

VI. CONCLUSION

This article has attempted to set forth the more common preclusion doctrines to increase the understanding of the doctrines, their distinctions, and effects. Particular attention has been given to the election doctrine and its evolution because of the controversy and confusion created by the trilogy of Huckabee, Metroflight, and Bocanegra.

It is important to be cautious of the various preclusion doctrines so that a claim will not be cut-off before full recovery. Recognizing

injury and claim for compensation as a Texas employee of the same employer for the same injury against Texas Employers' Insurance Association. The Texarkana Court of Civil Appeals held that he did not make an election, but that the judgment would be reduced by the amount recovered as a Louisiana employee. The court did not speak of the procedure as "subrogation," but that was the effect. Id. at 17. The policy issue is whether the party found by the trier of fact to be liable should pay the plaintiff the adjudicated amount owed, so that the prior settling party would have to seek the amount previously paid, if it so desired; or whether the party found to be liable should be allowed a credit for the amount paid by the prior settling party. A possible so-called unjust enrichment to the plaintiff, in the former situation must be balanced against permitting the true wrongdoer a so-called unjust enrichment by avoiding payment of his victim's true damages.

203. Texas courts generally have not imposed subrogation against an injured workman when the major medical insurance policy protecting him against non-occupational conditions does not specifically provide for it. See Southland Life Ins. Co. v. Aetna Cas. & Sur. Co., 366 S.W.2d 245, 249 (Tex. Civ. App.—Ft. Worth 1963, writ ref'd, n.r.e.). In Southland, Brown, an employee of Union Carbide, made a claim for major medical benefits from Southland. The doctor said the condition was occupational. The employer said it was not. Southland paid. Brown filed a workers' compensation claim against Aetna. Southland intervened. Brown and Aetna settled for $8,000. Southland continued against Aetna, claiming to be subrogated to Brown's rights, and sought reimbursement of the medical payments made. Without a contract provision for subrogation in Southland's policy, none was allowed. Id. at 247; see Inter-Ocean Gas Co. v. Lenear, 95 S.W.2d 1355, 1358 (Tex. Civ. App.—Dallas 1936, writ dism'd).
satisfaction, or being made whole, as the legitimate objective of a claim seeking damages and accepting the somewhat elusive but highly principled concept that an election should be a bar only when the prior conduct is so dishonestly unconscionable as to be manifestly unjust certain conclusions emerge. Given the supreme court's recognition that encouraging settlement and compromise is in the public interest, there should never be a preclusion of a subsequent tort action when the first claim is settled without the institution of a lawsuit. When a prior action is filed and the claim is unliquidated, there should be no preclusion of a subsequent action without an adjudication of the amount of the damages because an unliquidated claim is, by definition, uncertain and based upon undetermined facts. This is the standard established by the supreme court as a principle for not barring a subsequent action exemplified by the statement that "[o]ne may also receive something by way of settlement, even of substantial value, 


205. Bocanegra v. Aetna Life Ins. Co., 23 Tex. Sup. Ct. J. 502, 504 (July 19, 1980). "[A]n election will bar recovery when the inconsistency in the assertion of a remedy, right, or state of facts is so unconscionable, dishonest, contrary to fair dealing, or so stultifies the legal process or trifles with justice or the courts as to be manifestly unjust." Id. at 504.

206. Knutson v. Morton Foods, Inc., 503 S.W.2d 805, 808 (Tex. 1980). "There are reasons, however, which favor a recognition . . . for a full adjudication of his liabilities and his rights to indemnification." Id. at 808.

207. Scheuing v. Challis, 104 S.W.2d 581, 582 (Tex. Civ. App.—San Antonio 1937, writ ref'd), holding that a claim for damages for personal injuries "was an unliquidated demand, the amount of which was not susceptible of ascertainment except upon a final judgment establishing such amount." Id. at 582; see Waples-Platter Grocer Co. v. Texas & Pac. Ry., 95 Tex. 486, 488, 68 S.W. 265, 266 (1902).


209. Bocanegra v. Aetna Life Ins. Co., 23 Tex. Sup. Ct. J. 502, 505 (July 19, 1980). "[E]lection should not bar a suit when a previous course of action or a settlement for less than the claim was grounded upon uncertain and undetermined facts." Id. at 505.
under an uncertain claim without making an election which bars recovery against another person.” 210 If one settles a liquidated claim 211 against a wrongdoer for the full amount owed, however, there may be a satisfaction precluding a subsequent action. 212 That result may be considered an application of the assertion made by the supreme court in Bocanegra that “an election may arise short of one’s prosecution of the claim to final judgment.” 213

We are faced, nevertheless, with the dilemma posed by Justice Campbell in his concurring opinion in Bocanegra that whether a settlement will be viewed as an election will be determined in each case by the court’s opinion as to the degree of uncertainty as to the facts inconsistently asserted. 214 Such a quandry in the law is an unfortunate consequence of the honest attempt at election of remedies rule making in Bocanegra. If, however, the facts in Metroflight cause such able jurists as Justice Pope and Justice Akin to differ as to whether “the glass is half full or half empty,” i.e., whether the prior settlement was a successful exercise of an informed choice or merely based on uncertain and undetermined facts, how can members of the bar be expected to advise their clients as to the legal consequences of their conduct? What kind of uniformity can be expected in the rulings of trial and intermediate courts when the standard, as defined in Bocanegra, is so imprecise and dependent upon subjective interpretations of individual actions, personal knowledge, and concepts of manifest injustice? The time of our judiciary should be better spent than by engaging in a case by case analysis of “how uncertain is it?”.

210. Id. at 506.

211. Dickson v. Stockman, 411 S.W.2d 610, 613 (Tex. Civ. App.—Texarkana 1966, writ ref’d n.r.e.). “Liquidated means made certain as to what and how much is due, and a liquidated claim is one which can be determined with exactness from the agreement between the parties, or by arithmetical process, or by the application of definite rules of law.” Id. at 613 (quoting 1 Tex. Jur. Accord & Satisfaction § 30 (1959)); see Cleveland v. San Antonio Bldg. & Loan Ass’n, 148 Tex. 211, 214-15, 223 S.W.2d 226, 228 (1949); Jones v. Hunt, 74 Tex. 657, 659, 12 S.W. 832, 833 (1889).


214. Id. at 507 (Campbell, J., concurring).